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Abstract
In this paper we present the system we
submitted to the WMT13 shared task on
Quality Estimation. We participated to
the Task 1.1. Each translated sentence
is given a score between 0 and 1. The
score is obtained by using several numerical or boolean features calculated according to the source and target sentences. We
perform a linear regression of the feature
space against scores in the range [0..1], to
this end, we use a Support Vector Machine
with 66 features. In this paper, we propose
to increase the size of the training corpus.
For that, we decide to use the post-edited
and reference corpora in the training step
after assigning a score to each sentence of
these corpora. Then, we tune these scores
on a development corpus. This leads to
an improvement of 10.5% on the development corpus, in terms of Mean Average
Error, but achieves only a sligth improvement on the test corpus.
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Introduction

In the scope of Machine Translation, Quality Estimation (QE) is the task consisting to evaluate the
translation quality of a sentence or a document.
This process may be useful for post-editors to decide or not to revise a sentence produced by a
machine translation (Specia, 2011; Specia et al.,
2010). Moreover, it can be useful to decide if
a translated document can be broadcasted or not
(Soricut and Echihabi, 2010). The most obvious
way to give a score to a translated sentence consists in using a machine learning approach. This
approach is supervised: experts are asked to score
translated sentences and with the obtained material, one learns a prediction model of scores. The
main drawback of the machine learning approach

is that it is supervised and requires huge data. To
score a sentence is time-consuming. Moreau et al.
in (Moreau and Vogel, 2012) dealt with this issue
by proposing unsupervised similarity measures. In
fact, the score of a translated sentence is defined
by a measure giving the distance between it and
the contents of an external corpus. The authors
improve the results of the supervised approach but
this method can be used only in the ranking task.
Raybaud et al. (Raybaud et al., 2011) proposed a
method to add errors in reference sentences (deletion, substitution, insertion). By this way, they
build additional corpus in which each word can be
associated with a label correct/not correct. But, it
is not possible to predict the translation quality of
sentences including these erroneous words.
In this paper, we propose to increase the size
of the training corpus. For that, we use the score
given by experts to evaluate additional sentences
from the post-edited and reference corpora. Practically, we extract from source and target sentences
numerical vectors (features) and we learn a prediction model of the scores. Then, we apply this
model to predict the scores of the post-edited and
the reference sentences. And finally, we tune the
predicted scores on a development corpus.
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we give an overview of our machine learning approach. We give a short description of the features
we use in Section 3. Then, in Sections 4 and 5 we
describe the corpora and how we increase the size
of the training corpus by a partly-unsupervised approach. In section 6, we give results about this
method and we end by a conclusion and perspectives.
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Overview of our quality estimation
submission

We submit a system for the task 1.1: one have to
evaluate each translated sentence with a score between 0 and 1. This score is read as the HTER be-

tween the translated sentence and its post-edited
version. Each translated sentence is assigned a
score between 0 and 1. The score is calculated
using several numerical or boolean features extracted according to the source and target sentences. We perform a regression of the feature
space against [0..1]. To this end, we use the Support Vector Machine algorithm (LibSVM toolkit
(Chang and Lin, 2011)). We experimented only
the linear kernel because our experience from last
year (Langlois et al., 2012) showed that its performance are yet good while no parameters have to
be tuned on a development corpus.
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•

•

The features

This year, we prefered to investigate the underlying knowledge on the post-edited and reference
corpora. Therefore, we use the same features as
last year (Langlois et al., 2012), including the
17 baseline features provided by the quality estimation shared task organizers and our own features (Raybaud et al., 2011; Langlois et al., 2012).
Some of our features describe source sentences
only, ones use target sentences only, and another
describe both sides. We extract information by the
way of language model information (perplexity,
level of back-off, intra-lingual triggers), translation table (IBM1 table, inter-lingual triggers). For
language models, we use models trained on corpus
read from left to right (classical way), and from
right to left (the first word is the last in sentences).
The features at sentence level are computed by averaging over each word in the sentence. Because
the confidence on a word depends on its neighbours, we add features which are average of word
scores in a window centered or not on the word.
The union of the both sets baseline+loria improved
sligthly the baseline system on the test set provided by the Quality estimation Shared Task 2012
(Callison-Burch et al., 2012). The reader will find
more details in (Langlois et al., 2012). In the
following (Section 6), we give results for BASELINE or LORIA features alone, and for BASELINE+LORIA features.
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•

Corpora

The organizers provide a set of files for training
and development. We list below the ones we used:
• source.eng: 2,254 source sentences taken
from three WMT datasets (English): news-

•

test2009, news-test2010, and news-test2012.
In the following, this file is named src
target system.spa: translations for the source
sentences (Spanish) generated by a PB-SMT
system built using Moses. In the following,
this file is named syst
target system.HTER official-score: HTER
scores between MT and post-edited version,
to be used as the official score in the shared
task. In the following, this file is named
hteroff
target reference.spa: reference translation
(Spanish) for source sentences as originally
given by WMT; In the following, this file is
named ref
target postedited.spa: human post-edited version (Spanish) of the machine translations in
target system.spa. In the following, this file
is named post

We split these files into two parts: a training part
made up of the 1,832 first sentences, and a development part made up of the 442 remaining sentences. This choice is motivated by the fact that in
the previous evaluation campaign we had exactly
the same experimental conditions.
For each given file f, we use therefore a part for
training f.train and a part for the development
f.dev.
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Training Algorithm

This section describes the approach we propose to
increase the size of the training corpus.
We have to train the prediction model of scores
from the source and target sentences.
The common way to train such a prediction
model consists in extracting a features vector
for each couple (source,target) from
the (src.train,syst.train) corpus.
For each vector, the score associated by experts to the corresponding sentence is assigned.
Then, we use a machine learning approach to
learn the regression between the vectors and
the scores. And finally, we use the triplet
(src.dev,syst.dev,hteroff.dev) to
tune parameters.
On machine learning approach, the number of
examples is crucial for a relevant training, but unfortunately in this approach, we use a training corpus of only 1,832 examples.
To increase the training corpus, we propose
to use the ref and post files. But for that,

we have to associate a score to these new target
sentences. One way could be to calcule the
HTER score between each sentence and its
corresponding sentence in the post edited file.
But this leads to a drawback: all the couples
(src,post) would have a score equal to 0, and
then there is a risk of overtraining on the 0 value.
To prevent this problem, we prefered to learn
a prediction model from the (src.train,syst.train,hteroff.train)
triplet.
Then we apply this prediction model to the
(src.train,post.train) and to the
(src.train,ref.train). Then, we get a
training corpus made up of 1, 832 × 3 = 3, 696
examples with their scores. Consequently, it
is possible to learn a prediction model from
this new training corpus. These scores are not
optimal because the features cannot describe all
the information from sentences, and a machine
learning approach is limited if data are not sufficiently huge. Therefore, we propose an any-time
randomized algorithm to tune the reference and
post-edited scores on the development corpus. We
give below the algorithm we propose.
1. Prediction model
(a) Learn
the
prediction
model
using
only
features
from
(src.train,syst.train)
and HTER target scores from experts
2. Predict initial scores for postedited and
reference sentences
(a) Use this model to predict the scores
associated to the features from
(src.train,post.train)
and
(src.train,ref.train).
The
predicted
scores
for
(src.train,post.train)
are called post best and the ones
for (src.train,ref.train) are
called ref best
3. Learn initial prediction model using the 3
trains (system part, post-edited part and
reference part)
(a) Learn the prediction model using features from the three sets of features
and the scores associated to these
sets (experts scores, post best and
ref best)

(b) Evaluate this model. This leads to a performance equal to best
4. Tune scores for postedited and reference
sentences
(a) Repeat the following steps until stop
(b) Build a new set of scores named
post new (resp. ref new) by disturbing each score of post best
(resp. ref best) with a probability
equal to pdisturb. A modified score
is shifted by a value randomly chosen in
[-disturb,+disturb]
(c) Learn the prediction model using features from the three sets of features
and the new scores associated to these
sets (experts scores for system set,
post new and ref new for the postedited and reference sets)
(d) Evaluate this model. This leads to a performance equal to perf
(e) If perf<best then replace best by
perf, post best by post new and
ref best by ref new.
To evaluate a model, we use it to predict the
scores on the development corpus. Then we compare the predicted scores to the expert scores and
we compute the Mean Average Error
Pn (MAE) given
|s −r |
by the formula M AE(s, r) = i=1 n i i × 100
where s and r are two sets of n scores.
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Results

We used the data provided by the shared task
on Quality Estimation, without additional corpus. This data is composed of a parallel EnglishSpanish training corpus. This corpus is made
of the concatenation of europarl-v5 and newscommentary10 corpora (from WMT-2010), followed by tokenization, cleaning (sentences with
more than 80 tokens removed) and truecasing. It
has been used for baseline models provided in the
baseline package by the shared task organizers.
We used the same training corpus to train additional language models (forward and backward 5gram with kneyser-ney discounting, obtained with
the SRILM toolkit) and triggers required for our
features. For feature extraction, we used the files
provided by the organizers: 2,254 source english
sentences, their translations by the baseline translation system, and the score of these translations.

This score is the HTER between the proposed
translation and the post-edited sentence. We used
the train part to perform the regression between the
features and the scores. Therefore, the system we
propose in this campaign is the same as the one
we presented for the previous campaign in terms
of features. But, we only use a SVM with a linear kernel and we do not use any feature selection.
The added value of the new system is the fact that
we increase the size of the training corpus.
To evaluate the different configurations, we
used the MAE measure. The performance of
our system with only the classical train set
(src.train,syst.train) are given in Table 1. In this table, BASELINE+LORIA use
both features BASELINE and LORIA (Section 3).
We remark that, contrary to last year, the BASELINE+LORIA do not improve the performance of
the BASELINE features on the development set.
Now, we increase the training corpus
with the method described in previous section.
First, we use the system trained on
(src.train,syst.train)
to
predict
scores for the sentences in post.train and
ref.train. We know that these scores should
represent the HTER score, then a well translated
sentence should be assigned a higher score.
Therefore, we can make the hypothesis that sentences from post.train and ref.train are
better than the ones in syst.train. We check
this hypothesis by comparing the distributions
of HTER scores in the three files (true HTER
scores in syst.train, and predicted scores
in the two other files). We present in Table 2
the minimum, maximum, mean and standard
deviation of this score for the three corpora. We
remark that the scores are not well predicted
because some of them are negative while all
scores in syst.train are between 0 and 1.
This is due to the fact that the constraint of HTER
in terms of limit values are not explicitly taken
into account by SVM. We give more details
about these scores out of [0..1] in Table 3. For
post.train, 2 scores are under 0 with a mean
value equal to -0.123, and no scores are higher
than 1. For ref.train, 4 scores are under 0
with a mean value equal to -3.023, and 26 scores
are higher than 1 with a mean equal to 1.126.
Comparing to the 1,832 sentences in the training
corpus, we can conclude that the ’outliars’ are
very rare. In Table 2 Mean and Standard deviation

are computed only for scores predicted between
0 and 1. The obtained mean values are quite
similar, but the standard deviation are very low
for predicted scores.
This configuration leads to a performance equal
to 13.88 on the development corpus, which is
slightly worse than the BASELINE system but
slightly better than the BASELINE+LORIA system.
Because, SVM achieves results which do not represent exactly HTER and because the model is
learnt on a relatively small corpus (1,832 sentences), we decided to modify randomly some
scores. This operation is called in the following
a tuning process.
For the tuning process, after several tests, we
fixed to 0.1 the probability pdisturb to modify
the score of a sentence. Then, the score is modified
by shifting it in [−0.01... + 0.01]. We start with
the initial predicted scores (MAE = 13.88). Then
we randomly modify a subset of scores and keep
a new configuration if its MAE is improved. The
process is stopped when MAE converges. Figure 1
presents the evolution of MAE on the development
corpus.
The process stopped after 22, 248 iterations,
only 274 (1.2%) iterations led to an improvement.
We present the results of this approach on the development corpus and on the official test set of the
campaign (500 sentences). We group in Table 4
the results on development and test corpus for the
BASELINE features and the BASELINE+LORIA
features with and wihtout using the postedited and
reference sentences. Finally, we achieve a MAE
of 12.05 on the development set. This constitutes
an improvement of 10.5% in comparison to the
BASELINE system. But we improve only sligthly
the performance of the baseline system on the test
set. We conclude that there is an overtraining on
the development corpus. In order to prevent from
this problem, we could use a leaving-one-out approach on the training and development corpora.
With the tuned values of scores, we calculated
the same statistics as in Tables 2 and 3. We present
these statistics in Tables 5 and 6. As we can see,
the tuning process leads to an increasing of the
mean value of the scores. Moreover, the number
of scores out of range increases. This analysis reinforces our conclusion about overtraining: predicted scores may be strongly modified to obtain a
good performance on the development corpus.

Set of features
BASELINE
LORIA
BASELINE+LORIA

Dev
13.46
14.04
13.88

Table 1: Performance in terms of MAE without increasing the training corpus
Set of sentences
syst.train
post.train
ref.train

Min
0
-0.147
-11.314

Max
1
0.708
0.746

Mean
0.317
0.315
0.329

Standard deviation
0.169
0.083
0.081

Table 2: Statistics on HTER for the three set of sentences used in the training corpus

Set of sentences
syst.train
post.train
ref.train

lower than 0
Number Mean
0
2
-0.123
4
-3.023

higher than 1
Number Mean
0
0
26
1.126

Table 3: Statistics on HTER for the three sets of sentences used in the training corpus

Figure 1: Evaluation of the MAE on the development corpus
Set of features
BASELINE
BASELINE+LORIA
+ postedited + ref
+ tuning

Dev
13.46
13.88
13.78
12.05

Test
14.81
nc
nc
14.79

Table 4: Performance in terms of MAE of the features with and without increasing the training corpus
Set of sentences
post.train
ref.train

Min
-0.811
-10.485

Max
1.322
1.320

Mean
0.407
0.409

Standard deviation
0.235
0.242

Table 5: Statistics on HTER for the three set of sentences used in the training corpus, after tuning

Set of sentences
post.train
ref.train

lower than 0
Number Mean
318
-0.164
282
-0.205

higher than 1
Number Mean
29
1.118
28
1.123

Table 6: Statistics on HTER for the three set of sentences used in the training corpus, after tuning

To conclude the experiments, we try to fix the
problem of scores predicted out of range. For that,
we set to 0 the scores lower than 0 and to 1 the
ones greater than 1. Then we learn a new SVM
model using these new scores. This leads to a
MAE equal to 12.18 on the development corpus
and 14.83 on the test corpus, which is worse than
the performance without correction. This is for us
a drawback of the machine learning approach. For
this approach, the scores have no semantic. SVM
do not “know” that the scores are HTER between
0 and 1. Then, if tuning leads to no reasonable values, this is not a problem if it increases the performance. Moreover, maybe the features do not extract from all sentences information representative
of their quality, and this quality is over-estimated:
then the tuning system has to lower strongly the
corresponding scores to counteract this problem.
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Conclusion and perpespectives

In this paper we propose a method to increase the
size of the training corpus for Quality Estimation
in the scope of Task 1.1. We add to the initial
training corpus (sentences translated by a machine
translation system) the post-edited and the reference sentences. We associate to these sentences
scores predicted by using a model learnt on the
system sentences. Then we tune the predicted
scores on the development corpus. This method
leads to an improvement of 10.5% on the development corpus in terms of MAE, but achieves only
a sligth improvement on the test corpus. A statistical study shows that tuning scores leads to out
of range values. This surprising behaviour have
to be investigated. In addition, we will test another machine learning tools (neural networks for
example). Another point is that, contrary to last
year, the whole set of features leads to worse performance than baseline features. This could be
explained by the fact that no selecting algorithm
has been used to choose the best features. In fact,
we prefered, this year to investigate the underlying
knowledge on the post-edited and reference corpora. Last, we conclude that the good improve-

ment on the development corpus is not reproduced
on the test corpus. In order to prevent from this
problem, we will use a leaving-one-out approach
on the training.
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